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Abstract

Coastal flood managers seek to anticipate future flood risk and as a result con-

sider the adaptation of flood defences. Instead of crest heightening, dikes can

be adapted to include hydrodynamic reducing vegetated foreshores to form a

nature-based hybrid flood defence, for instance; at managed realignments. In

this study we investigated the potential of vegetated revetments as a natural

continuous connection between the realigned dike and restored foreshore. We

applied the historic grass sod transplantation technique with the aim to

improve our understanding of the strength of a transplanted sod revetment. In

Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder, dikes were available for in-situ experi-

ments during managed realignment preparations. We transplanted grass sods

and studied erosion resistance after one growth season. Our results show trans-

planted sod vegetation continued to grow and started to attach to the clay

layer. While erosion occurred under extreme wave impact and overflow, the

sod pulling method revealed individual sod strength. In conclusion, sod trans-

plantation is a good technique to source local material for green realigned dike

revetments. A vegetated dike revetment can hereby create a natural continu-

ous connection between the realigned dike and foreshore, which benefits flood

protection as well as flora and fauna.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Along many low-lying coasts and estuaries flood defences
protect inhabitants against the risk of flooding. Flood risk
infrastructure, such as dikes, has been built at places
where natural features do not provide enough protection.
Recently there has been an increasing focus on natural
and nature-based features that provide nature-based
flood protection (Bridges et al., 2022). For instance, on
saltmarshes and mangroves that attenuate waves and
reduce storm surges and high-water levels (e.g., Hochard
et al., 2021; Mazda et al., 2006; Möller et al., 2014;
Willemsen et al., 2020). Such nature-based ‘green’ flood
protection is often combined with ‘grey’ flood risk infra-
structure in hybrid flood defences (Schoonees et al., 2019;
Sutton-Grier et al., 2015). Coastal flood managers seek to
anticipate future flood risk and as a result consider the
adaptation of flood defences. Flood defence adaptation
can ensure future coastal safety and reduce possible flood
damage costs (Hinkel et al., 2014; Vousdoukas
et al., 2020). While nature-based flood protection is often
self-adaptive, for example, saltmarshes can grow with sea
level rise (Kirwan et al., 2016), current flood risk infra-
structure is static. Static flood defences need to be main-
tained and, if required, adapted by humans to protect
coastal populations that are increasingly exposed to sub-
sidence and climate change induced sea level rise
(IPCC, 2019; Nicholls et al., 2021).

In this study we focus on coastal dike adaptation.
Dikes are also known as levees or flood defence embank-
ments (CIRIA, 2013). Thousands of kilometres of coastal
dikes must be adapted in the coming decades to ensure
sufficient flood protection (e.g., Brown et al., 2021;
Hinkel et al., 2014; Jorissen et al., 2016). Dikes need to be
resilient to changing environmental conditions, including
extreme hydrodynamic pressures from increasing water
levels and waves and extreme weather (intense rainfall,
drought), whilst also being sustainable in terms of dura-
tion and construction material. Dikes can be raised to
combat increasing water levels. This however, is not only
expensive and demanding (e.g., Mooyaart et al., 2023),
but also impacts the (cultural) landscape. Increasing dike
height often implies increasing dike width to ensure geo-
technical stability (CIRIA, 2013). This requires space and
due to increased dike weight can lead to subsidence of
the dike and underlying sedimental layers (CIRIA, 2013).
Furthermore, dikes create a static situation where sedi-
ment input to the hinterland is inhibited. Dikes also
influence coastal ecology. In some situations dikes form
migration passages (Beeftink, 1975) and thus create lon-
gitudinal connectivity for species. In other situations
dikes form a barrier that can decrease the intertidal biodi-
versity (Beeftink, 1975) and cause coastal squeeze

(Pontee, 2013). Often, the coastal dike revetment is partly
‘grey’ with a stone or asphalt cover protecting the dike
toe (CIRIA, 2013). This grey revetment can form a barrier
for flora and fauna (Schoonees et al., 2019).

The required flood defence adaptation provides an
opportunity to simultaneously tackle ecological chal-
lenges such as biodiversity loss (IPCC, 2022). Instead of
traditional dike crest heightening, dikes can also be
adapted by integrating vegetated foreshores to form a
hybrid flood defence (Bridges et al., 2021). A foreshore is
the sediment body fronting a dike on the waterside, for
example a tidal flat or saltmarsh. Vegetated foreshores
reduce hydrodynamic forcing on the adjacent dike and
lessen the need to adjust dike crest height and revetment
(van Loon-Steensma & Kok, 2016; van Wesenbeeck
et al., 2022; van Zelst et al., 2021; Vuik et al., 2016). Even
if the dike of a hybrid flood defence breaches, the fore-
shore mitigates flooding impact in the hinterland (van
den Hoven et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2020). At coastlines
where vegetated foreshores disappeared due to land rec-
lamation, managed realignment can be applied to restore
foreshores (Esteves, 2014a; Temmerman et al., 2013).
Managed realignment is the landward relocation of flood
defences to restore nature on formerly reclaimed land
(Esteves, 2014b; French, 2006). At managed realignment
sites hybrid flood protection is provided by the flood risk
reduction capacity of the restored foreshores complemen-
ted by the landward relocated flood defence (Bridges
et al., 2021), that is, the (reinforced) existing or newly
constructed realigned dike (van den Hoven et al., 2022).
While managed realignment facilitates flood protection
and nature restoration, we note managed realignment
can result in trade-offs from a social perspective (Bax
et al., 2023; Schuerch et al., 2022).

Even though the realigned dike and foreshore can be
combined for hybrid flood protection, realigned dikes are
not automatically prepared for a connection with the
restored foreshores (van den Hoven et al., 2022). In a
hybrid flood defence, a continuous connection between
the dike and vegetated foreshore is important for two rea-
sons. First, it reduces the flood risk at revetment transi-
tions (Simm et al., 2021; van Bergeijk et al., 2022).
Second, it reduces the ecological barrier by creating an
ecological connection between the aquatic and terrestrial
habitats. We expect that a green, vegetated, revetment
prepares the realigned dike for a sound continuous con-
nection with the restored foreshores. The foreshores
reduce hydraulic impact on the dike, so the (realigned)
dike can have a vegetated revetment (Waterloopkundig
Laboratorium, 1984). Furthermore, with a vegetated
revetment; vegetation of the restored foreshores can
expand onto the (realigned) dike. This way, the vegetated
foreshore and dike can be combined in a continuous
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hybrid flood defence (Schoonees et al., 2019; Sutton-Grier
et al., 2015).

Traditionally, a vegetated revetment is created by
sowing the dike. However, after sowing it takes up to
5 years before the new revetment is erosion resistant
(Muijs, 1999). A faster option to create an erosion resis-
tant vegetated revetment might be the historic sod trans-
plantation technique (Bartels, 2017; Bazelmans
et al., 1999). In history, sods from saltmarshes and hinter-
land have been frequently used in northwestern Europe
to construct or reinforce dikes and as emergency dike
repair material (Bartels, 2017; Bazelmans et al., 1999;
Gerritsen, 2016; Muijs & Sprangers, 1997). Coherent
pieces with vegetation and sediment were cut out and
these sods were transplanted to the dike. Sods of mainly
clay formed the dike core and vegetated sods were trans-
planted to seal the dike with a vegetated cover
(Bartels, 2017; Bazelmans et al., 1999). Nowadays, vege-
tated sods can be locally sourced and transplanted onto
the realigned dike. Existing foreshores and the old dike
can hereby form a vegetation source for the new rea-
ligned dike revetment. With this, there are not only prac-
tical and economical but also ecological benefits. Local,
autochthonous mined sediment is preferred in regard to
ecology and local acquired sods deliver area specific (eco-
logically adapted) flora and fauna species.

In this study we test locally sourced materials as a fas-
ter way to create an erosion resistant, vegetated, rea-
ligned dike revetment. We apply the historic sod
transplantation technique. Our aim is to improve our
understanding of the strength of a transplanted dike grass
sod revetment in a Living Lab. Implementation of inno-
vative flood protection solutions such as reintroducing
the historic sod technique is often hampered by the lack
of opportunities to study in-situ flood protection perfor-
mance under extreme conditions (e.g., van Loon-
Steensma et al., 2012; Vuik et al., 2018). Fortunately, the
Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder provided a unique
opportunity to test innovative methods on real dikes
under simulated extreme conditions. Insights obtained at
this specific site are also valuable for managed realign-
ments in other countries and for flood managers of differ-
ent dikes.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study area

To test the historic sod technique for dike revetments an
in-situ experiment was set up in a Living Lab. Coordi-
nated by the INTERREG Polder2C's project, the Living
Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder was available for research

during managed realignment preparation (further
reading in van den Hoven et al., 2021). This preparation
provided the unique opportunity to research dikes in-situ.
The former primary dikes were available for research
from summer 2020 until spring 2022.

The Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder was located
along the brackish part of the Scheldt Estuary, on the
border of The Netherlands (Hedwigepolder) and Belgium
(Prosperpolder) (Figure 1). Here, the average tidal range
is 5.0 m, average high water level +2.77 m NAP (mean
sea level) and average low water level �2.24 m NAP
(www.waterinfo.be). Wave climate is mild and waves
mainly originate from ships sailing to and from the port
of Antwerp.

Our field experiment was conducted at two locations
on the former Dutch sea dike along the Scheldt Estuary
(Figure 1). In general, this dike had a sand core with veg-
etated clay top layer varying between 0.5 and 1.0 m. The
first location was the waterside slope (Figure 1). This
outer slope was 1:4, had an intermediate berm, grass
cover except for stone armour at the lowest few metres,
and was fronted by Common Reed (Phragmites australis)
foreshores (elevation up to +3.0 m NAP). The second
location was the landside slope 400 m southeast from the
waterside location (Figure 1), near other dike revetment
treatment experiments (Koelewijn et al., 2022). This
inner slope was 1:3 and had a 0.6 m clay top layer and
grass cover. The vegetated revetment was characterised
as species poor Arrhenatherum (False Oat grass) grass-
land (Vandevoorde & van Lierop, 2021).

2.2 | Field experiment set-up for sods
transplantation

The main experiment was set up at the bottom part of the
waterside slope (Figure 1). Six plots measuring 8 m by 4 m
plots were created (Figure 2): three plots were untreated
and served as a reference (R1, R2, R3) and three were trea-
ted with transplanted sods (S1, S2, S3). One additional plot
measuring 4.1 m by 10.9 m on the landside slope (plot S4)
was surplus to the main set-up to allow for an overflow
test (Figure 2). Landside reference measurements were
taken in plot R4, next to plot S4 (Figure 2). Plots S1-S4
were treated with transplanted sods that were locally
sourced from the to-be realigned dike landside slope
(Location 0, Figure 1). The to-be realigned dike also had a
plant species-poor Arrhenatherum grassland revetment
(Vandevoorde & van Lierop, 2021). Reference plots
(R1-R4) were untreated and represented a well-developed
plant species-poor Arrhenatherum grass cover.

The sod transplantation technique consisted of sev-
eral procedures. First, plots S1-S4 were prepared by
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milling the original vegetation layer. This allowed for sod
connection with the dike. The damaged vegetation was
left in place serving as fertilizer. Individual 1.4 m by
2.0 m sods were then taken from the to-be realigned dike
(Location 0, Figure 3a) and transplanted to the prepared
plots on the waterside (S1, S2, S3 on 23 February 2021)
and landside (S4 additionally on 21 April 2021) (Figure 3,
Video 1 in van den Hoven, 2023). Between each plot a
few metres were kept free to minimize interference (exact
values in Figure 2). Sod thickness varied between 0.13
and 0.15 m. Sods were placed next to each other
(Figure 3c) and pressed (Figure 3d) to enhance firm con-
nection with the dike. Joints between the individual sods
were sealed with clay (mainly at the waterside slope).
The weather condition at the end of February 2021 was
relatively sunny and dry, so the waterside plots were
watered three times.

2.3 | Data collection

The flood protection value of a dike grass cover is mainly
related to erosion resistance. Based on common practice
for grass cover inspection by Dutch dike managers
(RWS, 2022; Steendam, 2017) we distinguished five main
steps in the data collection (Table 1). The five steps are:
visual observation, abiotic soil factors monitoring, root
indication, sod pulling method, and large scale tests

under extreme circumstances (wave impact and over-
flow). As erosion resistance is most relevant during storm
season (1 October– 1 April) when high water levels and
wave impact chances are highest, most measurements
were done in winter vegetation state.

In the first step (Table 1) we visually observed the
revetment based on the Dutch dike assessment method
‘WBI’ (RWS, 2022). We noted: overall revetment cover-
age (vegetation vs. bare soil), vegetation type (general
species), vegetation length (manual measurements), and
revetment relief. In addition, we cut out a 0.25 m by
0.30 m sod (thickness 0.05–0.20 m) and noted approxi-
mate root density, root presence, sod tear strength, and
sod intactness.

In the second step (Table 1) two abiotic factors; soil
moisture content and soil penetration resistance, were
measured perpendicular to the dike slope to study the
clay underneath the visible vegetation. Soil moisture con-
tent was measured at 0.06 m depth using a ML3 ThetaP-
robe (Delta-T Devices) (Figure 2, Table 1). Soil
penetration resistance was measured up to 0.8 m deep,
using a penetrologger (Royal Eijkelkamp) with cone type
1.0 cm2 and penetration speed 2 cm/s. Each sampling
location consisted of four penetrations 0.50–0.60 m apart
(Figure 2).

In the third step (Table 1) we visually estimated root
density as an indication of erosion resistance. Instead of
direct root counting, which is time consuming, we

FIGURE 1 Location of the study in the Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder. The in-situ experiment was conducted on the waterside and

landside dike slope (c), before this dike was removed as part of a managed realignment (October 2022). Background images: ESRI Satellite

images.
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applied a root estimation method ‘VTV’ (Voorschrift
toetsen op Veiligheid) commonly used by dike investiga-
tors (MVW, 2007; Sprangers & Arp, 1999). The VTV
method is described in detail and visualized in Figure S1.
In short, we took 0.20 m soil samples with a gouge auger
(diameter 0.03 m). Each sample was divided into eight
0.025 m sections for which we estimated root density into
categories (Table 2, Figure S1). Although this method
only includes roots with a minimum length of 0.01 m, we
did note if many tiny roots were present.

Steps four and five were destructive to the dike revet-
ment, so these were each only applied in one plot per
group. In the fourth step (Table 1), erosion resistance was
indirectly measured with the sod pulling method by
INFRAM Hydren (as described in Bijlard et al., 2017).
The sod pulling device pulled out 0.2 m by 0.2 m revet-
ment pieces to determine the maximum pull force
[N] (Video 2 in van den Hoven, 2023). Fifteen samples
were taken in each plot. All samples were evenly spread
without interfering with each other and they were all
inside an individual sod.

In the fifth step (Table 1), extreme situations were
simulated using a wave impact generator and an overflow
generator (Figure S2, Video 3 and Video 4 in van den
Hoven, 2023). The wave impact generator (Figure S2a,
van Steeg et al., 2014) can generate wave impacts corre-
sponding to an estimated significant wave height of 0.7 m
and wave steepness of 4%–5%. Hereby generating approx-
imately the largest one-third of impacts (viz those most
relevant for erosion) except for the highest 2% (van Steeg
et al., 2014). Waves were reproduced at three locations
along the slope: in the middle (0), at +0.4 m, and at
�0.4 m. During each cycle 20 waves were released per
location. In total 720 waves were reproduced during
12 cycles, simulating a storm duration of 1.5 h. Erosion
values were measured in a grid with a fixed frame after
cycle 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12 (plot S1) and 1, 4, 8, 12 (plot R1)
(Daamen et al., 2022).

The overflow generator (Figure S2b, Vercruysse
et al., 2023) can generate a flow up to 1.1 m3/s at the dike
crest. To test the sod revetment, up to 200 L/s/m was sup-
plied over the middle two meters of plot S4 during eight

8 m 4 m

120 m 

Stone revetment

Berm

4 m

Dike crest

�� ���� �� �� ��

Dike toe
Reed foreshore

40 m

Grass cover
milled

�������	�
����

24-28 m
Grass cover

14 m

0.75 m

Sods

�����	

Reference

Sod

����� ��	�
������

���

���


4.1 m

8 m

10.9 m

Dike crest

��

��

Dike toe
3 m

���	��	�
����

milled

23 m

Soil moisture

Penetration resistance

Rooting

FIGURE 2 Sod transplantation experiment set-up. With plots on waterside and landside dike slope, including the measurements within

one plot. At the waterside, the space between two plots is 4 m unless noted otherwise. Figure is not to scale.
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consecutive test runs (Table S2). Flow was applied for 2 h
in total (Table S1). Discharge and flow duration increased
over time (Table S1). Water levels were measured by
three sensors along the dike slope: at the crest, upper
slope, and lower slope (Figure S3). The dike revetment
part above plot S4 was protected with a geotextile in run
1–6 and only received water in run 7–8. Erosion values
were only obtained afterwards. Erosion depth was mea-
sured from the top of the remaining applied sods with a
soil erosion measurement device.

2.4 | Data analysis

For each research step, we compared the reference group
(R1-R4) with the transplanted sods group (S1-S4) to
improve our understanding of the strength of dike revet-
ments with transplanted dike grass sods after one growth
season. We note sample sizes differ between the two loca-
tions due to the different set-up (main experiment at
waterside slope and additional plot at landside slope).
Normality was assessed by creating QQ plots in

FIGURE 3 Grass sod transplantation technique. Grass sods excavated at Location 0 (a) and transplanted to experimental plots at the

waterside dike slope (plot S1 in b, c, d and S2 in e, f). Sods were placed on the milled dike revetment (b, c) and pressed (d) to enhance firm

connection with the dike. (e, f) Impression of sods plots after transplantation. Locations in Figure 1.
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MATLAB. Then all further statistical analyses were per-
formed in Microsoft Excel. Results were considered sig-
nificant at p < 0.05.

The visual observations (step 1) were qualitatively cat-
egorized according to the Dutch dike assessment method

WBI (RWS, 2022). Vegetation quality was categorized as
closed, open, or fragmented. The soil moisture content
(step 2) was analysed at each location (waterside and
landside). For each location, the two groups were com-
pared statistically by single-factor ANOVA and averages
were calculated for individual plots. Due to the weather
and seasonal influence, soil moisture values were only
intercomparable on each measurement day. The soil pen-
etration resistance (step 2) was compared for each plot.
For each sampling location (4/plot), the four penetrations
were averaged to get one representative resistance value
in megapascal (Mpa) along a depth profile (0 to �0.6 m).

The rooting estimation (step 3) resulted in categorical
data instead of exact values. We qualitatively compared
the root categories per 0.025 m depth for each plot. In
addition, we combined all waterside depth values to get
96 samples per group (8 depths � 4 sample size per group

TABLE 1 Overview data collection per research step. When column shows the date (DD-MM-YY).

Step What Device
Which
plot

Sample size
per plot

How
often When

1. Visual observation - All 1 1 Before step 5

WBI (RWS, 2022) R1 R2
R3

S1 S2 S3

1 1 24,27-01-22

2. Soil moisture content Thetaprobe R1 R2
R3

S1 S2 S3

16 3 19-03&16-04-21 & 18,
24-01-22a

R4
S4

6, 11, 9c

9, 28, 30c
3 04 & 23 & 29-11-21

Soil penetration
resistance

Penetrologger R1 R2
R3

S1 S2 S3

4 1 18,24-01-22a

R4
S4

9
28

2 23-24 & 29-11-21

3. Root indication Gouge auger R1 R2
R3

S1 S2 S3

4 1 10-02-22

R4
S4

5
10

1 12,17-11-21

4. Sod pulling method Sod pulling devicee R2
S2

15 1 23,24,25-02-22

5. Wave impact test Wave impact
generatoref

R1b

S1
1 1 27-01-22d

26-01-22

Overflow test Overflow generatorfg S4 1 1 24-11-21

aDivided over 2 days: R1 and S1 on 18 January 2022 before the wave impact test and remainder of plots on 24 January 2022.
bPartly outside plot R1 for logistic reasons.
cOrder of sample size corresponds with different dates. Sample size differed due to different coverage of the plots.
dAnd the final run on 28 January 2022.
eBy INFRAM Hydren.
fFacilitated by Interreg 2Seas project Polder2C's.
gVercruysse et al., 2023, and referenced as plot N-OF08 ‘Grass sods’ in Koelewijn et al. (2022).

TABLE 2 Estimated root density and corresponding root

categories (MVW, 2007).

Root density Root category

40+ 5

21–40 4

11–20 3

6–10 2

1–5 1

0 0
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� 3 plots per group). This way, we could statistically
compare the waterside sod and reference group with a
Chi-square test of homogeneity (assumptions: no
expected cell count <1 and ≥20% of expected values <5).
To obey the assumptions, we left out category
0 (no roots) as all samples contained at least one root.

The sod pulling method resulted in measured pull
forces [N] per sample (step 4). For each sample, the maxi-
mum pull force [N] was converted into the critical nor-
mal strength [N/m2] (Bijlard, 2015). This strength was
averaged per plot and compared by single-factor ANOVA.
The representative grass cover strength is related to the
weakest point at which failure might occur. In
The Netherlands, it is common practise to represent this
by the 2.5% undershoot value (Bijlard, 2015). The 2.5%
undershoot value of the critical normal strength (σgrass,c
(2.5)) was therefore determined using the plot's average,
standard deviation, and critical t-value (2.14 for df = 14
and probability = 2.5%). Finally, critical flow velocity (Uc

[m/s]) was estimated with Equation (1) (Bijlard, 2015).
For Dutch clay dikes with a grass cover, the Uc is 6.6 m/s
for a closed revetment and 4.3 m/s for an open revetment
(RWS, 2022).

Uc ¼ 0:34
0:12

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σgrass,c 2:5ð Þ
1000

r
ð1Þ

The overflow and wave impact (step 5) observations
after each run were first compared qualitatively. Next, for
the wave impact test, erosion values [m] were calculated

for each run by subtracting measured from initial values
to indicate erosion pattern over time.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Extreme events impact

After one growth season we measured erosion during
simulated wave impact and overflow to determine the
strength of a transplanted sod dike revetment under
extreme circumstances. While the transplanted sods
started to attach to the original dike clay layer, the wave
impact and overflow simulation still eroded parts of the
transplanted sods (Figures 4 and 5). We note milling
impact was clearly visible at the landside dike slope
(tracks in Figure 5b). Nevertheless, the original dike clay
beneath the sod and milled layer seemed largely
undamaged.

The transplanted sod revetment was eroded in a simi-
lar pattern during the extreme impact of waves (plot S1,
Figure 4) and overflow (plot S4, Figure 5). Water flow
converged between the individual (1.4 � 2 m2) sods and
erosion started at the joints between the sods. Step by
step, sod pieces were eroded (Figure 4c and visualization
in File S1 and File S2). The flow convergence was most
apparent during the overflow simulation. Here, a channel
was quickly formed in the middle between two sod col-
umns (Figure 5a and File S2). From this channel the
transplanted sods were undercut. Eventually parts of

FIGURE 4 Wave impact effect on waterside slope. (a, b) Final state of the revetments with erosion depth within the measurement

frame. (c) Maximum erosion (cm) per quadrant (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) of the measurement frame. Data collected for this research by INFRAM

Hydren (Daamen et al., 2022). Photograph R1 by INFRAM Hydren.
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the upper vegetated layer (including roots) remained
overhanging at both flow channel sides (File S2). This
overhanging vegetation layer was also formed during the
wave impact test (File S1). Erosion built up over time and
the first wave impact cycle did not immediately erode the
sod layer (Figure 4c). The same accounts for the overflow
test (File S2). In the final state, maximum erosion depth
was 0.305 m (wave impact, Figure 4c, Figure S4) and
0.337 m (overflow, Figure S5). These depths include the
0.13–0.15 m sods and few centimetres milled clay.

3.2 | The dike revetment with
transplanted grass sods in more detail

The strength of dike revetments with transplanted dike
grass sod was also determined under calm conditions by
the sod pulling method and root density estimations.
After one growth season, the transplanted sod revetment
was weaker than the well-developed reference
revetment (Figure 6). The sod pulling method determined
an average critical normal stress of 1.581 N/cm2 (std
0.457) for reference plot R2 and 1.050 N/cm2 (std 0.345)
for sod plot S2 (Figure 6a). The strength was significantly
lower for the sod revetment when compared to the refer-
ence revetment (p = 0.0012, Figure 6a). Related esti-
mated critical flow velocities were 9.8 m/s (R2) and
6.9 m/s (S2).

Root density estimations were low in most trans-
planted sods samples (Figure 6b). All sod plots had aver-
ages below root category 3, already from the top 0.025 m
(Figure 6). Rooting was significantly higher in the refence
plots (p = 3.007E-10 for the waterside slope). In the
transplanted sod samples we mainly observed tiny roots,
which lead to the low root categories (Section 2.3). Based
on the root estimations the reference plots are classified
as moderately rooted and the sod plots as very poorly
rooted (Figure S6).

Furthermore, abiotic soil factors in the top layer dif-
fered between the reference and sod revetment. Penetra-
tion resistance only differed in the top 0.35 m (Figure 7a).
The top 0.13 m containing the transplanted sods all had a
lower resistance than the reference top 0.13 m
(Figure 7a). Underneath the sods, the increase in resis-
tance was more comparable to the reference plots. From
0.35 m depth, penetration resistance was similar for the
reference and sod plots. In general, the transplanted sod
plots had a lower soil moisture content than the
untreated reference plots. On each measurement day,
the reference group differed significantly from the sods
group (p < 0.05) at both the waterside (Figure 7b) and
landside slope (Figure 7c). At the waterside slope,
p = 4.69E-5 on 19 March 2021, p = 8.51E-10 on 16 April
2021, p = 6.99E-18 in January 2022. At the landside
slope, p = 5.12E-4 on 4 November, p = 0.023 on
23 November, p = 0.038 on 29 November 2022.

FIGURE 5 Overflow effect on landside slope. (a) Overflow during run 4. (b) Final state of the revetment after overflow with erosion

indication.
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In addition, visual observations revealed tall vegeta-
tion and revetment openness of the sods plot in compari-
son to the reference plots (Table S2). One month after
sod transplantation, vegetation cover was denser at the
reference than at the sod plots (Table 3, Table S2). Based
on the Dutch WBI judgement, the reference revetment
was classified as either ‘open’ or ‘closed’ and all sod
revetments as ‘open’ (Table 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Strength of transplanted dike grass
sod revetment

In this unique Living Lab study we investigated vegetated
dike revetments to prepare realigned dikes for a continu-
ous connection with vegetated foreshores. Historically, in
northwestern Europe vegetated sods were transplanted
from nearby saltmarshes or land and have been used to
cover newly built dikes (Bartels, 2017; Bazelmans
et al., 1999; Muijs & Sprangers, 1997). We tested this his-
toric sod transplantation technique for modern dikes in
Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder. The aim of this study
was to improve our understanding of the strength of a
transplanted dike grass sod revetment. Overall, in our in-
situ experiment transplanted sods vegetation continued
to grow, and sods started to attach to the dike. Even
though after one growth season the erosion resistance
was not yet at the level of a well-developed dike revet-
ment, grass sods transplantation is a promising technique
for a greener realigned dike.

The sod pulling method revealed the tensile strength
of individual (1.4 m by 2 m) sods. Based on sod pulling,
the estimated critical flow velocity (6.9 m/s) is above the
Dutch standards minimum of 4.3 m/s for an open and
6.6 m/s for a closed vegetated revetment on clay dikes
(RWS, 2022). Despite our relatively small sample size
(n = 15) this indicates that after 1 year the individual
transplanted sods can offer the required resistance to
withstand expected shear forces. Even though estimated
root density was low in reference and sods plots
(Figure 6b), the many tiny roots might have added to the
transplanted sod revetment strength. The grass sods pull
strength was clearly larger than of a (bare) clay cover
(Figure 6a, Bijlard et al., 2017; Hoffmans, 2012). Other
sod pulling tests within the same Living Lab revealed
estimated critical flow velocities at untreated grass covers
of 6.5 m/s (Dutch dike) and 5.0 m/s (Belgian dike)
(Daamen et al., 2023). In similar tests at dikes along the
Dutch Wadden Sea critical flow velocity of existing
grazed dikes varied from 7.77 to 10.65 m/s (Schippers
et al., 2018). This Wadden Sea dikes study is comparable
to our reference plot, while the other Living Lab tests
values are comparable to our transplanted sods plot.

The overflow and wave impact tests showed one
growth season is too short to firmly attach transplanted
sods to each other and to the dike clay layer. Under
extreme circumstances parts of the transplanted sod
revetment eroded over time (Figures 4 and 5). Other dike
reinforcement test sections in the same Living Lab were
also unable to resist overflow for more than a couple of
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FIGURE 6 Dike revetment strength. (a) Determined by sod
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0.025 m of depth, average values for each plot.
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hours (Depreiter et al., in prep; Koelewijn et al., 2022).
However, complete individual 1.4 by 2 m sods did not
erode all at once. So, if the vegetated sods would have
had more time to root and attach to the clay layer, the
erosion resistance might have increased to a comparable
strength of the reference dike revetment. Similar over-
flow tests in the same Living Lab revealed well-developed
vegetated revetments without anomalies can resist over-
flow for tens of hours (Depreiter et al., 2023a, 2023b, in
prep; Koelewijn et al., 2022). Furthermore, recent over-
flow tests at biodiverse vegetated revetments indicate

such species-rich river dike vegetation covers are
extremely erosion resistant (Liebrand et al., in prep).

The erosion pattern during the extreme tests indicates
the joints between individual sods are a weak spot. Simi-
lar erosion at joints was observed during a comparable
lab model overflow test by Scheres and Schüttrumf
(2020). Although they did not transplant sods, they did
have joints in their simulated dike. To ensure a more ero-
sion resistant transplanted sod revetment, the joints
between sods need to be minimized. For instance, by bet-
ter sealing with clay or applying an additional
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*p < 0.05. Depth is perpendicular to the dike slope. Some penetrologger measurements were aborted due to the presence of hard substrate.

TABLE 3 Visual revetment

judgement, based on the Dutch WBI

(RWS, 2022).

Plot R1 R2 R3 S1 S2 S3

Vegetation view Open Closed Open Frag/Open Open Open

Plant distance Closed Closed Open Open Open Open

Revetment relief Closed Closed Closed Open/Frag Fraga Fraga

Sod strength & intactness Closed Closed Closed Clos/Open Closed Open

Root presence Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed

Rooting density Closed Closed Closed Closed Closed Open

Final Open Closed Open Open Open Open

Note: Three values per category: closed, open, fragmented (Frag).
aDue to unevenness in grass sods.
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(temporary) reinforcement such as a geogrid (Scheres &
Schüttrumf, 2020).

Experiments by others with sown vegetated dike
covers also showed erosion. In a lab experiment, wave
impact and overflow eroded parts of an experimental
dike cover 6 and 18 months after sowing a species-poor
grass-dominated reference mixture (Scheres &
Schüttrumf, 2020). Wave impact led to erosion depths up
to at least 0.15 m (tests stopped at this depth). In compar-
ison, an experimental dike revetment still showed erosion
due to rainfall 2–3 years after sowing grass species
(Berendse et al., 2015).

4.2 | Locally sourced materials around
the managed realignment site

In this study we explored the use of locally sourced mate-
rials for realigned dikes. Local material can be more sus-
tainable and less expensive, due to the proximity to the
construction site. Local, autogenous sediment and vegeta-
tion is also preferred from an ecological perspective. Of
course, the locally sourced materials need to be of suffi-
cient quality. This is currently also investigated for exam-
ple within the projects ‘POV dike reinforcement with
local soil’ and ‘Clay ripening pilot’. In general, construc-
tion material for the realigned dike can be locally sourced
from three places: old seaward dike, former hinterland,
and foreshores.

The first local source is the old seaward dike, which
we also used in our in-situ experiment. The old seaward
dike is usually prepared for realignment by either breach-
ing, lowering, removing, or installing culverts or sluices
(Esteves, 2014c). This old dike can hereby provide sedi-
ment and vegetation, and there are numerous examples
where it provided sediment (clay and sand) for the new
dike in managed realignments. Amongst others at the
Hedwige-Prosperpolder and Lillo Potpolder (van den
Hoven et al., 2022). The old dike can also be a source of
erosion resistant vegetation.

The second source is the former hinterland. In the
past, clay for the landward realigned dike has been dug
from the former hinterland in lanes (at least along the
Southern Dutch coast (Kuipers & Jacobusse, 1998). Now,
preparations for tidal inundation such as digging creeks
or levelling elevation can provide sediment for the rea-
ligned dike (van den Hoven et al., 2022). In addition, veg-
etation from the hinterland can be suitable for the
landside dike slope. In line with recent publications on
double dike (managed realignment) systems (van
Belzen & Bouma, 2021; Weisscher et al., 2022), we pro-
pose to use the area in between two dikes as a dike

vegetation nursery. This is similar to dune vegetation pro-
duction on German Wadden Islands.

The third source is foreshores such as saltmarshes.
These can be the existing, often high, elevated foreshores
fronting the old dikes. Additionally, clay can be mined
from foreshores pits, which refill over time where there is
an abundant sediment supply (Marijnissen et al., 2020).
Sod removal from natural saltmarshes may seem an
unnecessary disturbance to nature, but it has several
advantages. Sod removal can rejuvenate climax salt-
marshes, for example of Sea Couch (Elytrigia atherica),
into earlier vegetation stages with a larger flora and fauna
biodiversity yield (de Leeuw et al., 1992; Smits
et al., 2014a). Many examples can be found in The
Netherlands along the Eastern Scheldt (de Leeuw
et al., 1992; Kuipers & Jacobusse, 1998) and Western
Scheldt Estuary (e.g., Voorland Nummer �Eén). Sod
removal can hereby assist nature restoration and biodi-
versity increase within the European Natura 2000 frame-
work (Smits et al., 2014a, 2014b). Nature restoration can
be seen as compensation for possible damage incurred by
dike reinforcements. In relation to managed realignment
there is a practical advantage. Sod removal lowers the
elevation of high elevated foreshores that would other-
wise limit water flow into the realignment site (van den
Berg et al., in prep; Schoutens et al., 2022).

4.3 | Recommendations beyond our
living lab and study limitations

As far as we are aware our study is the first scientific
attempt to test the sods transplantation technique. Our
in-situ experiment can hereby be seen as a Dutch dike
case study. For further research we recommend investi-
gating the sods transplantation technique in different set-
tings and with different vegetation. For instance in
another field lab or as part of a dike reinforcement pilot.
It will be interesting to compare our results to sods vary-
ing in size and thickness. Thinner sods will be harder to
harvest but they probably better connect to the dike.

Our study contributes to the practical application of
sod transplantation. Sods from local vegetation sources
can be transplanted to newly constructed dikes. Flood-
plain sods might be suitable for river dike revetments.
Foreshore sods may be useful to introduce saline tolerant
species at the dike toe and to create an ecological gradi-
ent between the foreshore and dike. Sods transplantation
can also be used to adapt an existing dike revetment.
Either to change from a non-vegetated into a vegetated
revetment, to adjust the vegetation, or to heighten the
dike step by step as each sods layer adds sediment. At
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regular dike reinforcements the old revetment can be
reused. This is already done for instance at the Canadian
East coast (Pers. comm. C. Ross & M. Graeme Nova Scotia
Department of Agriculture). Sods can also be a temporary
fix in emergency dike repair, as was historical common
practise. In addition, transplanting sods might be a faster
way to create a vegetated revetment that is resistant to
droughts, due to the existing roots. Furthermore, our
experiment with sod transplantation could inspire future
managed realignments. For instance; within the Shore-
line Management Plans in the UK (e.g., in Wales,
Buser, 2020), as part of the Belgian Sigma Plan
(FWA, 2006), or with the tidal river management
approach in Bangladesh (e.g., Gain et al., 2022). In dou-
ble dike managed realignments, the area between the
two dikes can serve as a dike vegetation nursery.

Our experimental set-up had some limitations. Main-
tenance differed slightly between the plots. The mowing
regime was limited (Table S2) due to unforeseen circum-
stances and because we wanted to investigate the vegeta-
tion species. Reduced mowing might have influenced the
transplanted sods rooting capacity. In addition, root
development into the original dike was possibly
restrained due to sufficient nutrient supply within the
sods and underlying damaged vegetation layer. Further-
more, one can argue we could have used a different refer-
ence setting, namely a newly sown revetment. We
wanted, however, to compare the transplanted sods
strength with the desired strength of a well-developed
revetment at the same dike. Dike managers already con-
sider a newly sown vegetated revetment is not erosion
resistant after one growth season (Muijs, 1999). For fur-
ther research we recommend comparing a transplanted
sod revetment with a newly sown dike revetment and a
bare revetment. Our results could be compared to future
experimental results with sown dike revetments, such as
at the Dutch Wadden Sea dikes where the revetment
strength is being explored of newly sown plots with
different species compositions (Grashof-Bokdam et al.,
in prep).

We are aware part of the data collection had a limited
sample size. This in part was owing to the methodology
as, for instance, the simulation of extreme hydraulic con-
ditions is costly, demanding, and destructive. We can
compare the wave impact and overflow results to other
studies (Section 4.2). The sod pulling method had a rela-
tively small sample size (n = 15), so we determined a
critical t-value related to the lower sample size. Other
studies used a critical t-value related to unlimited degrees
of freedom (1.96, Daamen et al., 2023). With the value of
1.96 the critical flow velocity would have been 0.1 m/s
higher (9.9 and 7.0 m/s instead of 9.8 and 6.9 m/s respec-
tively). Nonetheless, our results give valuable insights in
the strength of a transplanted dike sod revetment.

5 | CONCLUSION

Coastal flood managers seek to anticipate future flood
risk in a changing coastal environment. Flood infrastruc-
ture such as dikes need to be adapted to face future flood
risk challenges. In this study, we focussed on the adapta-
tion of coastal dikes. Flood protection by dikes can be
adapted by integrating vegetated foreshores. For instance,
at managed realignment sites the realigned dike and veg-
etated foreshores can be combined in a hybrid nature-
based flood defence. We are aware managed realignment
comes with trade-offs for previous land-use functions,
and we advise to carefully include local stakeholders and
compensate landowners (Schuerch et al., 2022). In this
study, we researched managed realignments in a flood
protection and ecological perspective. Because realigned
dikes are not automatically prepared for a sound connec-
tion with restored foreshores, we propose to prepare the
realigned dike for this connection through a vegetated
revetment. A vegetated dike revetment hereby creates a
more natural and continuous connection that benefits
flood protection, as well as flora and fauna.

The creation of an erosion resistant vegetated revet-
ment can take up to 5 years. In this study, we investi-
gated a faster way by using locally sourced material. We
applied the historic sod transplantation technique, which
can provide sediment and vegetation to create a vegetated
dike revetment. Simultaneously, sod mining from former
land or saltmarshes can support intertidal nature restora-
tion and development. Our aim was to improve our
understanding of the strength of a transplanted dike grass
sod revetment. In Living Lab Hedwige-Prosperpolder the
dike was available for research because it had to be
removed as part of a managed realignment. We used
these unique circumstances as an opportunity to set up
an in-situ experiment and perform wave impact and
overflow simulations. Our results showed after one
growth season the transplanted sod revetment was
weaker than the well-developed reference revetment.
However, the transplanted sods did start to attach to the
dike clay layer and the sod pulling method estimated
the critical flow velocity value of individual sods was
above the Dutch dike standards. In conclusion, sod trans-
plantation is a good technique to source local material
for green realigned dike revetments.
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